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Abstract
LES simulations at Re = 1 × 105 and wind tunnel experiments at Re = 5 × 105 were conducted to investigate the beneficial effect of an active flow control (AFC) technique on the
aerodynamic performance of a simplified truck geometry. The paper involves the investigation of a synthetic jet actuator characterized by periodic blowing and suction that defines a
zero net mass flux flow control mechanism. The actuation aims to suppress the flow separation occurring at the A-pillar (front rounded corner) of a truck cabin. The work flow is
defined as it follows. First, LES at low Reynolds number are conducted for different disposition of the actuation slots. The results show a beneficial effect when the actuation slots are
positioned in streamwise direction compared to spanwise (vertical) direction. Second, based
on the previous considerations, wind tunnel experiments are conducted to verify and support the numerical findings. Both numerical solutions and experimental data show the same
trend and the superiority of the streamwise slots actuation when compared to traditional vertical slot actuation. In particular, this work shows the weakness of a vertical slot actuation,
when its location is not optimized. A small change in its positioning greatly worsen the efficacy of the separation control in terms of drag reduction and separation bubble length. The
slot location directly affects the length of the separated flow region which its reduction can
vary between 40–70% based on the positioning. Conversely, a streamwise actuation, spanning a larger portion of the curvature of a rounded A-pillar, is not affected by this behaviour
and contributes up to 80% of the recirculation bubble reduction measured in the unactuated
case. The effect of the location change and the orientation of a zero net mass flux jet slot is
therefore investigated and discussed in this work.
Keywords Flow control · Synthetic jets · Drag reduction · Bluff body aerodynamics ·
Vehicle aerodynamics
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1 Introduction
The suppression of separated flow regions around road vehicles is key to reduce their aerodynamic drag and optimize their power consumption. In fact, more than 60% of the total
power generated by a road vehicle is needed to overcome drag at cruise condition. The aerodynamic drag of a truck is in fact dominated by pressure drag due to heavily separated flow
(90% of the total aerodynamic drag) and only a small percentage is attributed to the skin
friction resistance [1]. Many are the regions of separated flow around a heavy duty vehicle (e.g. the gap between tractor and trailer, the wheel housing and the under body or the
rear side) and all these areas contribute to an aerodynamic drag increase and to the creation
of noise and soiling on the side windows [1]. Concerning trucks, a multitude of techniques
have been developed during the years, from passive [2, 3] to active [4–8] flow control strategies. Specifically, this work focuses on an active flow control (AFC) strategy to suppress
the pressure induced flow separation that appears at the vertical front rounded corners of a
truck cabin, generally called A-pillars. The control of turbulent separated flows is in fact one
of the highly important topics in fluid mechanics [9] and the ultimate goal of this ongoing
project is to implement an effective AFC able to minimize the side recirculation bubble of a
truck cabin. This kind of separation resembles the separated flow around a stalled aerofoil
characterized by an early stage shear layer defined by small fluid structures, and a downstream wake mainly composed by large eddies. Previous works of similar aerodynamic
conditions have shown the effectiveness of a flow control device, for both static stalled [10,
11] and pitching [12, 13] aerofoils. Taking inspiration from the flow control techniques
developed in this field, an AFC strategy is investigated and readapted here for ground vehicles. Studies on ground vehicle applications have approached this problem using different
techniques, from suction and oscillatory blowing [14–16] to plasma actuators [17–19]. In
parallel to these techniques, synthetic jet actuators have shown to be extremely effective,
especially for pressure induced separating flows. This work, in particular, aims to follow
up the previously published large eddy simulations (LES) [20] and experimental [7] works.
In these two studies, an AFC was implemented both numerically and experimentally. Following the same path, the implementation of a more robust synthetic jet is studied further
by intervening on one specific design variable: the AFC slot disposition along the A-pillar.
Without any doubt, flow control based on synthetic jet actuation has a large potential but it
is also very dependent on many variables involved. Principally, these variables are the magnitude and frequency of the actuation, the direction of the jet flow and the distribution and
the location of the actuation slots. The focus of this paper is on the latter. The main goal
is to find and alternative disposition of the actuation slot, for a more robust flow control,
that it is not affected by the change of the separation location due to external conditions.
Taking inspiration from the work of Vernet [19], the authors want to show an alternative
slot disposition, independent from the location of the flow separation. First, the location of
a standard vertical slot actuation is moved in different positions to reproduce the possibility of a flow separation happening after, before or very close to the actuation. Secondly,
the effectiveness of an alternative to the vertical actuation slot (a streamwise distribute slot
array) is tested. The problem is tackled by using both CFD and wind tunnel experiments.
The first approach consists of LES of a simplified geometry. This study is preliminary done
to verify the potential of different slot dispositions. Gathering the information from this first
section, an experimental campaign is carried out on a fully three-dimensional geometry. In
conclusion, the main objectives of this paper are listed below:
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–
–
–
–

The positioning and distributions of the actuation slots has found to play a major role
in the control of a pressure induced separation.
A streamwise slot actuation is compared with three vertical slot actuations.
An explanation of the flow mechanism describing the streamwise slot actuation is
proposed.
An experimental proof of concept, that corroborates the numerical findings, is also
presented here.

The reminder of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 details the numerical and
experimental set-up and the corresponding geometrical models. Section 3 is divided in two
main parts: first, LES results are presented and a description of the flow control mechanism
is proposed. Second, the wind tunnel data (forces measurements, particle image velocimetry
(PIV) and tufts flow visualizations) are reported and discussed. Conclusions are presented
in Section 4.

2 The Numerical and Experimental Models
Two models are used for this study. The first one (Fig. 1a, W = 2.49 m and L = 4W ),
used for LES at Re = 1 × 105 , was previously used in [20]. In particular, a section of a
simplified truck is taken into account as shown in Fig. 1a. This picture shows the simplification of the numerical domain which has been reduced to a front facing step like geometry.
Boundary conditions (BC) are also described in Fig. 1a, in particular showing the use of
periodic BC on the top and bottom surfaces (z direction) ideally reproducing an infinitely
long (along z) model. In this way, the A-pillar separation flow mechanism can be isolated.
The zero net mass flux jet flow was reproduced applying an inlet/outlet BC on the slot
surface. This condition is defined by a sinusoidal time varying signal defined by an amplitude Uaf c = 0.1Uinf (with Uinf = 0.64 m/s) and a normalized frequency F + = 3. As
mentioned previously, the main and only difference compared to the previous study is the
slot orientation and location which have been re-adapted in the present work. Specifically
regarding simulations, the streamwise slots are 0.1 m long, distributed on the spline generated curvature. For clarity, the spline points are also reported here (Table 1) as referred in

Fig. 1 The numerical domain and the slot configurations used. a The numerical test section extrapolated
from a truck section. b The AFC slot located downstream of the flow separation point. c The AFC slot located
upstream of the flow separation point. d The AFC slot located at the flow separation point. e The array of
AFC slots aligned in streamwise direction
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Table 1 x and y coordinates of
points describing the curvature
spline

Points

x coordinate in m

y coordinate in m

p1

0.000

0.931

p2

0.009

1.023

p3

0.023

1.070

p4

0.041

1.114

p5

0.065

1.153

p6

0.099

1.192

p7

0.108

1.200

p8

0.141

1.223

p9

0.190

1.242

p10

0.222

1.245

[20]. Their width is 0.010 m (the same as the vertical slots), and the number of slot is 14.
The covered area by the streamwise slots is the same as the one covered by the vertical slot
since the dimension of the model in z direction is 1.4 m. The streamwise slots start at point
p5 = (0.065; 1.153) m (Table 1) and extend along the curvature for 0.1 m.
The LES based on the standard Smagorinsky model are performed in a commercial
finite volume solver AVL FIRET M [21]. The numerical setting, the mesh resolution and the
geometrical characteristics of boundary conditions and the model used are detailed in the
previously mentioned paper. Figure 1 shows the numerical model and four different dispositions of the AFC slots. Considering the vertical slot configurations, the actuation takes
place downstream (Fig. 1b), upstream (Fig. 1c) and at the separation point (Fig. 1d) of the
undisturbed/uncontrolled flow. The streamwise slots configuration (Fig. 1e) spans a larger
section of the curvature of the A-pillar, eliminating the dependency of the separation point
variable. In the latter setting, the total slot area is kept constant with respect to the vertical
slot case area.
The second model (Fig. 2, with Wexp = Hexp = 0.4 m), used for the experiments at
Re = 5×105 , was already used and described in [7]. Also in this case, a new set of A-pillars
have been designed to investigate the slots location and distribution. The experimental setting, and the performance of the actuators are detailed in the mentioned experimental work.
Six different slot configurations are observed experimentally. The vertical slot configuration is used in three different positions (downstream, upstream and at the separation point)
as it was done for the numerical cases. Moreover, a streamwise, an alternated 45◦ inclined
and a 30◦ inclined slots configurations are used (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 The experimental model and the slot configurations used. From left, the model CAD placed in the
wind tunnel test section. The model and the positioning of the A-pillar. Four different cases of actuation slots:
0 represent the spanwise slot (as for the numerical case its position is changed to downstream, upstream and
on the separation point), 1 represents the array of streamwise actuation slots as used in the numerics, while 2
and 3 are two alternative variants not used in CFD
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2.1 The momentum coefﬁcient Cη
The momentum coefficient Cη is an indicator of the energy spent for the actuation (I¯j ) with
respect to the energy of the unactuated flow and it is presented as follows:
 
 T /2
2
2
ρj G
I¯j =
Uaf
(1)
c (t)dt
T
0
Cη =

I¯j
1
2
2 ρW Uinf

.

(2)

Here, G and Uaf c are the width of the slots and the velocity of the slot jets. ρj = ρ is
the flow density and T is the actuation period, while W is the double width of the model,
Fig. 1a. Comparing simulations and experiments, the momentum coefficient varies. In particular, the higher Reynolds number used in wind tunnel experiments (Re = 5 × 105 )
requires a higher momentum coefficient for the actuation to be effective. Although experiments and simulations present a different value, Cη is kept constant within all simulations,
and unchanged for all experimental configurations. More in specific, Cη = 4 × 10−5 is used
exp
for all simulations (both for vertical and streamwise slot cases) and Cη = 6.25 × 10−4
is used in the experimental campaign. All the frequencies in the present work are described
in terms of the second non-dimensional parameter, the reduced frequency F + (also called
actuation Strouhal number).
f
(3)
F+ =
Uinf /W
Here f represents the frequency in hertz. In order for the simulations to be consistent with
the experiments, F + = 3 is used for the actuation of all cases. The effect of different
frequencies was previously investigated in [7] and [20] for the vertical slot configuration and
it would be of great importance to study their effect in the streamwise slot case. However,
investigating the influence of different frequencies would go beyond the main goal of this
study, which is to investigate the main effect of orientation and position of the actuation
slots. In addition, the same scaled spacing between the streamwise slots is used in both
Hexp
H
numerics (Fig. 1e) and experiments (Fig. 2 cases 1-3): N×W
= Nexp ×W
, where N and
exp
Nexp represent the number of slots of simulations and experiments, H and Hexp are the
heights of the numerical and experimental models and W and Wexp are the widths of the
numerical and experimental models. Concretely, a different position of the vertical slot can
be related to a different yaw angle of the incoming flow. In fact when a moving vehicle
experiences impinging wind at yaw, the separation point at the A-pillar changes. Likewise,
the change of the vertical slot position simulates this behaviour and highlights the limits of
such an actuation. Covering a larger span of the A-pillar surface, the chances to miss the
separation point of the flow decreases, theoretically creating a more robust flow control.

3 Results
Both numerical and experimental results show a trend that highlights the benefits of the
streamwise slot actuation compared to the vertical configuration. In general, a streamwise
slot actuation brings two main advantages. The first one is that the mixing of the boundary
layer is enhanced early upstream of the separation of the flow, the fluid mechanism behind
this enhancement is described in the following subsection using LES results. The second
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is that, since the streamwise slots cover a larger portion of the model’s curvature, the location of the slot does not represent a critical variable to be investigated any longer, enhancing
the robustness of the present flow control. Compared to the vertical slot, where the location
choice is critical for the optimization of the control, the streamwise configuration allows
a larger range of separation points which will always fall within the range covered by the
slots along the curvature. In this section, LES simulations are first analyzed, verifying the
aerodynamic performances in terms of reduction of the recirculation bubble and drag force
coefficient. Later, an interpretation of the flow mechanism created by the streamwise array
of slots is attempted using vortex identification methods applied on both the average and
instantaneous flow field. LES are conducted on three different vertical slot configurations
in which the position of the slot is changed (Fig. 1b and c), and one streamwise slot configuration in which the orientation of the slot is modified from vertical to horizontal (Fig. 1f).
In particular, the vertical slot is positioned before, after and on the separation point showing
the high sensitivity of the results influenced by the slot location. The last case (streamwise
slot) outperforms the other three, having, in addition, no location dependency. In the final
part of this section, the findings of the LES investigation are applied to a 3D experimental
model, verifying the flow control benefits in terms of aerodynamic performance.

3.1 LES results: actuation performance and ﬂow control mechanism at Re = 1 × 105
Before detailing the LES results, it is worth to mention that a slightly different mesh construction is used for the streamwise slot configuration due to the different geometrical nature
of the slots. Specifically a finer resolution is needed in the z direction in order to accurately
discretize the slot along their shortest dimension, which is in the z direction in case of a
streamwise slot actuation. This results in a 20% larger cell count (total cell count is 6 mil+ = 15) compared to the finest
lion) and a 20% finer resolution along the z direction (Δlmax
mesh used in the previous numerical study. However, the mesh construction does not affect
the results. In particular, Fig. 3 shows that the two meshes predict very similar velocity pro-

Fig. 3 A comparison between the unactuated results from the vertical slot mesh (
) and the streamwise
). (a, d) x1 / W2 = 0.48, (b, e) x2 / W2 = 1.12, (c, f) x3 / W2 = 1.76. The reader is referred to
slot mesh (
Fig. 1 for the location of the origin
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files for both U (a-c) and V (d-f) velocity components when the flow is not actuated. A
mesh resolution study was previously performed on the same geometrical model, showing
grid independence for the selected resolution. The reader is referred to [20] for mesh and
resolution details.

3.1.1 The eﬀect of location and orientation of the slot
As said before, the control effectiveness is tested changing the location (before, after and
on the separation point) and the orientation (from vertical to horizontal) of the jet slots.
Figure 4 depicts the recirculation bubble and its evolution for all simulated cases, where the
actuated flows are compared with the unactuated flow. Figure 4 clearly shows the advantage
of having an actuated flow. The recirculation bubble size is in fact reduced in all actuated
cases. For clarity, the same momentum coefficient Cη is applied for all actuations, both
when vertical and streamwise slots are in use (see also section 2).
Focusing particularly on the location change (only vertical slot cases Fig. 4b–d), one can
notice the high sensitivity of the control to the separation point when the slots are placed
vertically along the z direction. A strong dependency on the actuation position is visible
when the vertical slot is used (Fig. 4b–d and , ,  in (f)). Concretely, when the actuation
slot is placed the closest to the natural separation point of the flow (Fig. 4d  in (f)), the
flow experiences the highest reduction of the recirculation bubble (74% reduction), when
related to the other vertical slot configurations. When the slot is positioned downstream
(Fig. 4b,  in (f)) or upstream (Fig. 4c,  in (f)) of the separation point, the actuation is in
fact not as effective as described in the previous configuration. Specifically, it is the least
effective when is placed downstream the separation. In this position the turbulent flow is

Fig. 4 The recirculation bubble reduction. a Unactuated flow. b Actuated flow with a vertical slot located
downstream of the flow separation point. c Actuated flow with a vertical slot located upstream of the flow
separation point. d Actuated flow with a vertical slot located on the flow separation point. e Actuated flow
with streamwise slots. f A sketch that quantifies the recirculation bubble reduction. • unactuated,  vertical
slot upstream separation,  vertical slot downstream separation,  vertical slot on separation,  streamwise
slots. The lines in (a-e) are coloured in yellow for clarity, later they are all overlaid in (f) and coloured in black
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already separated and a larger momentum coefficient would be necessary for the control to
keep the flow attached to the surface and perform an effective pressure recovery to stabilize
the separated region again. Nevertheless, it is worth to mention that even in the worst case
scenario (Fig. 4b,  in (f)) a 40% reduction of the length of the recirculation bubble is
observed.
Moving our focus on the streamwise slot actuation, this brings an improvement of 80%
in terms of bubble length reduction. Therefore, the streamwise slots solution (Fig. 4e,  in
(f)) achieves the most performant result. In addition, the size of the recirculation bubble,
presented in Fig. 4f, well relates to the Cd values presented in Table 2. For clarity, the
exp
numerical Cd and experimental Cd coefficients of drag are defined as follows:
Cd =

Fx
;
2 (W/2)H
0.5ρUinf

exp

Cd

=

Fx
.
2 (W
0.5ρUinf
exp )Hexp

(4)

By evaluating this parameter, the streamwise slot configuration outperforms all other configurations in absolute value but also in robustness of the method, since a small variation of
the vertical slot positioning brings a large change of the total Cd value.

3.1.2 Best vertical slot vs. streamwise slot actuation
It is interesting to investigate deeper the flow mechanism that describes the streamwise slot
configuration. The flow mechanism describing the vertical slot model was already explained
in [20] and it was found that the actuation is effective only when the actuation frequency
matches the natural frequencies of the flow. In the vertical slot configuration, the actuation interacts with the natural frequencies of the flow energizing or suppressing certain flow
structures. Specifically, it was found that the optimal actuation frequency was the one corresponding to the natural shear layer separation frequency. When the slots are placed in the
streamwise direction, the nature of the control intrinsically changes. More in detail, the latter configuration forms couples of counter rotating vortices that develop in the streamwise
direction creating a swirl in the flow which in turn energizes and enhances the mixing of
the boundary layer. For clarity, the effect of the actuation frequency, in this particular case,
has not been verified and the authors retain this investigation as a natural continuation of
the project. The actuation frequency was chosen to create a comparable case with the best
case obtained in the vertical slot configuration. A series of pictures of the phase averaged
flow are presented to describe this behaviour. Figure 5 shows the evolution of positive (red)
and negative (blue) isosurfaces of streamwise vorticity. Alternated isosurfaces of negative
and positive vorticity indicate the presence of counter swirling vortices forming along the
streamwise slots. It is interesting to note that these areas do not only change sign from one
side to the other of the slot but a periodic change over time is also observed. In other words,
layers of opposite sign vorticity forms on both sides of the slot, periodically. A jet flow normally produces a pair of counter rotating vortices that in presence of cross flow develop
and enlarge along the streamwise direction [22, 23]. Here, the periodic blowing and suction
Table 2 Averaged Cd values of different numerical configurations. Vdown and Vup and Von stand for vertical
AFC positioned downstream, upstream and on the separation point, respectively. S stands for streamwise
AFC
AFC off

Vdown

Vup

Von

S

0.67

0.58

0.49

0.41

0.33
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Fig. 5 The temporal evolution of the vortical structures generated by the actuation. Two vorticity isosurfaces
at ω = −5 (blue) and ω = 5 (red) are plotted. The top line shows a zoom of one slot for a better understanding
of the bottom line. The latter shows the phase averaged results of the structures at eight instant along the
actuation signal

naturally arises the formation of two main pairs of structures with opposite signs. The first
pair grows, during the blowing period, enlarging from the beginning to the end of the slot.
The second, generated by the suction effect, stays confined, near and elongated along the
slot edges. These results recall the experimental study performed by Jukes et al. [24], where
the formation of positive and negative vorticity layers was observed. In the cited work, the
authors distinguish the lower and upper shear layer visualized by flow averaged results. The
present phase averaged analysis is therefore necessary to shed light on the vorticity stratification effect mentioned in [24]. Specifically, the phase averaged analysis (Fig. 5) highlights
the absence of vorticity stratification. This figure rather clarifies the continuous evolution of
two counter rotating pair of structures, that might mislead to the interpretation of a stratified
phenomenon if only the ensemble average of all phases is taken into account. Considering
the vertical slot separation control mechanism it is worth mentioning that, in comparison to
the 3D mechanism described above, it reduces the control to a 2D like separation control
mechanism where only vorticity in z direction is generated periodically with the oscillation
of the actuation signal.
Evaluating the larger effect of the actuation and taking a broader look at the structures
formed in the flow by different slots, it is possible to appreciate the formation of a much
more fluctuating flow when the streamwise slots are used. This is measured in terms of
instantaneous structures (Fig. 6) and averaged Reynolds stress (Fig. 7). Specifically, the
isosurfaces of the second invariant of the velocity Q [25] are shown in Fig. 6. This picture
shows the formation of much larger structures when a vertical slot is used. As mentioned
earlier, the use of a vertical slot allows the formation of a 2D like separation having a
more homogeneous separation control all along the z direction. Using streamwise jets, the
separation control mechanism takes a 3D connotation as it was also visualized in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 6 Q isosurface for the vertical and the streamwise slot actuation (Q = 80s −2 ). a shows the vertical slot
configuration (slot on the separation point) while b shows the streamwise slots configuration

Figure 6a presents the formation of one of the mentioned large structures (structure K)
which tends to span the entire domain height (z direction), recursively. Figure 6a shows the
early formation of K, after the slot interaction with the incoming flow (( ) in Fig. 6a),
and its rapid dissipation into the mainstream (( ) in Fig. 6a). Much more complicated is
to reconstruct the presence of a well organized vortical structure when streamwise actuators
are in use. In this case, the large structure , ( ) in Fig. 6b, appears disconnected into smaller
vortices, and a multitude of finer sctructures describes the flow downstream the separation.
These smaller eddies (Fig. 6b), as a consequence, increase the level of turbulence in the flow.
This last aspect is supported by the time averaged isosurfaces of the streamwise Reynolds

Fig. 7 Streamwise Reynolds normal stress (ux 2 ) isosurface for the vertical and the streamwise slot actuation. Blue: ux 2  = 0.12. White: ux 2  = 0.05. a shows the vertical slot configuration (slot on the separation
point) while b shows the streamwise slots configuration. b contains a zoom to highlight the tubercles
formation at the rounded edge
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normal stress (ux 2 ) depicted in Fig. 7. Figure 7a shows in fact the presence of a smaller
region of high intensity stress (light blue isosurface) compared to Fig. 7b. Moreover, the
normal stress isosurfaces in Fig. 7b show a tubercled formation at the leading edge of the
model (see the zoom in the circle). The streamwise actuation seems to recreates a virtual
tubercled leading edge surface which its beneficial effect on stalled aerofoils are studied,
among others, in [26–28].
The energy of the flow necessary to win the adverse pressure gradient, created by the
front curvature, can be measured by looking at the streamwise velocity profiles collected
along the rounded edge of the model. The higher streamwise velocity close to wall, the
easier is for the flow to win the adverse pressure gradient, delay separation and reduce the
recirculation bubble. Bearing this in mind, the two most effective actuations are compared
in Fig. 8. This picture shows a comparison of the tangential velocity at different locations.
The enhanced boundary layer mixing created by the streamwise slot is visible since the early
stage of the actuation (Fig. 8b) and becomes even more visible along the development of the
flow. In fact, the streamwise actuation forms fuller velocity profiles at all locations along the
rounded edge, Fig. 8b–f. Nevertheless, both the actuation typologies develop fuller velocity
profiles along the curvature of the model when compared to the unactuated case.

3.2 Experimental results: proof of concept at Re = 5 × 105
The results collected in the previous section are further used as an input to recreate a proof
of concept case that shows the effectiveness of streamwise slots at a higher Reynolds number. The model chosen for the experiments was the one used in previous experimental [7]
and numerical [8, 29] works. Tufts visualizations and PIV, supported by force measurements, are used to evaluate the effectiveness of different control solutions. Tufts were used
to visualize the flow behaviour on the surface of the model and PIV was used to observe the

Fig. 8 Tangential velocity to the surface of the model at different locations. Comparison between unactuated
) and the streamwise slot actuation (
). a The profile
results ( ), the best vertical slot actuation (
locations. b p5, c p6, d p7, e p8 and f p9. The p points that identify the surface location of the profiles
refer Table 1, and indicate the origin of each normal profile on the model’s surface. d is the distance from the
surface in the normal direction
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averaged recirculation bubble size. Generally, the experimental data confirm the trend found
in CFD. Figure 9a shows the model placed in the wind tunnel, the red rectangle indicates the
observed surface covered by nylon tufts. Figure 9b shows a single frame visualization and
the average tuft movement is shown in Fig. 9c. 500 single frames were averaged to obtain
the result presented in Fig. 9c. Later, every averaged picture was post-processed to obtain
the direction of the flow indicated by the average tuft movement distribution. The script,
specifically, analyzes the average picture in the following way: (i) two surrounding circles
(inner and outer, see dashed yellow lines in Fig. 9c) are drawn around the centre C of each
tuft sticker. (ii) The intensity of each pixel lying on the circles are evaluated and the location
of the highest intensity pixel for each circle is stored. (iii) The two high intensity pixels are
connected and the angle formed with respect to the x direction is identified. (iv) A 2D field
composing the direction of each tuft tail is stored and plot by means of averaged surface
streamlines. The script cannot give quantitative values of the intensity of the velocity near
the surface but only information regarding the direction of the flow is recorded. For this reason, Fig. 10 should be only considered as a qualitative representation of the model surface
streamlines. The first observation from Fig. 10 is that the actuation of the flow is always
beneficial in terms of recirculation bubble reduction. More in detail, a very similar result
is achieved when either the vertical slot is placed on the separation point, or the streamwise slots are employed. By positioning the vertical slot actuation downstream (Fig. 10b)
or upstream (Fig. 10c) of the separation point, a less effective actuation is observed and the
reverse flow region on the model’s surface is larger, in line with the previous LES results.
Even though the results achieved by the best vertical slot and the streamwise slot configurations are very similar (Fig. 10d and e), Figs. 11 and 12 want to stress the advantage of
a streamwise slot control device compared to a position dependent vertical slot. As said in

Fig. 9 Surface tuft visualizations on the side face of the experimental model. a The model placed in the wind
tunnel, the red rectangle indicates the observed area. b One single frame during data collection. c Picture of
the average movement of every tuft
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Fig. 10 Surface streamline visualizations. a Unactuated flow. b AFC slot located downstream of the flow
separation point. c AFC slot located upstream of the flow separation point. d AFC slot located at the flow
separation point. e AFC slots aligned in streamwise direction. Flow from left to right

Section 2, it is of major importance to overcome all possible external flow conditions. As a
consequence, a vertical slot solution, which strongly relies on the optimal slot positioning,
is definitely inferior compared to a configuration which is independent of the separation
point of the flow, which is originally defined by the incoming yaw angle. Figure 11a shows a
sketch of the model and the PIV observed area, while Fig. 11b–f show the recorded and averaged PIV snapshots for the unactuated (b), vertical slot actuated (c-e) and streamwise slot
actuated (d) flows. Specifically, Fig. 11c shows the slot-after-separation case (worst vertical
slot configuration) and (d) shows the slot-on-separation case (best vertical slot configuration). Figure 11e shows the global average flow of the three vertical slot positioning (slot
before, after and on separation). From this picture, it is clear that the streamwise solution
outperforms the vertical slot solution, giving a reliable, robust and overall better performing
actuation. Three streamwise velocity profiles are plotted in Fig. 12 to corroborate the latter
statement, showing consistent and fuller velocity profiles in favour of the streamwise configuration ( ), when compared to the three-position-average (Fig. 11e and ( ) in Fig.
12) result. Remain anyway worth mentioning that the best vertical slot configuration ( )
in Fig. 12 gives very similar velocity profiles to the streamwise slot solution and that the
slot-after-separation configuration ( ) is far worse compared to all other cases.
Aerodynamic drag values (see Table 3) are strongly correlated to the size of the side
recirculation bubble. For all controlled cases, a drag decrease, compared to the baseline,
is reported and more than 10% drag reduction is achieved when the streamwise slots are
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Fig. 11 PIV observation of the flow. a A sketch of the PIV observed region. b The unactuated recirculation
bubble. c The recirculation bubble of the vertical slot positions, slots after the separation point. d The recirculation bubble of the vertical slot positions, slots on the separation point. e The recirculation bubble averaged
over the actuation of the three different vertical slot positions. f The recirculation bubble of the streamwise
slot actuation

Fig. 12 The streamwise velocity profile comparison between the three-vertical-averaged actuation (
), the
), the vertical slot on the separation point ( ) and the streamwise actuation
vertical slot after separation (
). a x/W = 0.25. b x/W = 0.45. c x/W = 0.75
(
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Table 3 Averaged Cd values of different experimental configurations. The numbers in brackets correspond
to Fig. 2 variations. A, B and C refer to the positioning of the vertical slot model. In particular they correspond
to downstream, upstream and on the separation point, respectively
AFC off

(0) A

(0) B

(0) C

(1)

(2)

(3)

1.01

0.95

0.91

0.90

0.90

0.93

0.93

employed. In addition, the inclined streamwise slot variants (see Fig. 2 variants 2 and 3)
results in a lower drag reduction compared to the streamwise slot configuration.
At this point, a qualitative comparison of the experimental and CFD results can be made.
Two things can be pointed out from this. The first one is that the vertical slot-after/beforeseparation configurations are consistently worse than the on-separation case. Comparing
Fig. 4b against Fig. 11c one can observe the worst (controlled) case scenario, when the
vertical slot is placed after the separation point for both CFD and experiments. The second thing is that both the on-separation vertical slot case and the streamwise case give very
similar results, showing that the streamwise actuation is not worse than the optimal vertical
actuation. A deeper and quantitative comparison between numerical and experimental result
would be difficult at this stage. The different geometry, the different momentum coefficient
Cη , the strong three dimensionality introduced by the experimental model, the different
curvature of the A-pillar and the different Re make a full comparison impossible. Nevertheless, such a comparison goes beyond the scope of this paper which aims to verify different
control strategies tested at low Re in CFD, using an experimental proof of concept. For
completeness, the measured aerodynamic forces are also reported in Table 3 showing a 10%
drag reduction in favor of the optimal vertical control and the streamwise slot configuration.
The maximum force measurement uncertainty recorded during the experiment lies within
± 0.6% in terms of Cd values.

4 Conclusions
LES and wind tunnel experiments were conducted to investigate the effectiveness of different actuation slots to control the separation of the flow at the A-pillar of a simplified truck
model. As mentioned in the introduction chapter, the work is a follow up of two previous
works [20] and [7] and it aims to integrate these previous studies in the research of an optimal actuation system. Both numerics and experiments show the same trend, highlighting
the benefit of having a streamwise slot actuation. Using this slot typology, the flow control mechanism drastically changes and, most importantly, the location of the slot related
to the separation point is no longer a critical variable in the control strategy. The average
and instantaneous LES results are analysed showing the formation of a more complex flow
mechanism when streamwise actuation is employed. A first explanation of the flow control
mechanism is attempted showing similarities and novelties compared to a previous study on
the same topic [24]. What was observed with LES results was that the location and the distribution of the actuation slots plays a crucial role toward the control of separated flows. LES
also showed the overall flow behaviour, and the beneficial effect, in terms of recirculation
bubble reduction, was quantified. Specifically, the streamwise slot actuation achieves 80%
reduction of the length of the recirculation bubble. Moving to the experimental side, thanks
to the proof of concept model, a first upscaling of the actuation was achieved increasing
five times the Reynolds number and applying the control to a fully 3D bluff body. Overall,
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the use of the streamwise actuation shows the possibility to disregard the crucial positioning
of a vertical slot, resulting in a more robust and globally more effective actuation strategy.
Future studies will focus on the development of the actuation signal. Concretely, a multifrequency, multiactuator control is currently under development. The final goal is to develop a
fully automated flow control aided by machine learning techniques.
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